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Given a program Base and two variants, A and B, each created by modifying separate copies of Base, the goal of pro-

gram integration is to determine whether the modifications interfere, and if they do not, to create an integrated program

that incorporates both sets of changes as well as the portions of Base preserved in both variants. Text-based integration

techniques, such as the one used by the UNIX diff3 utility, are obviously unsatisfactory because one has no guarantees

about how the execution behavior of the integrated program relates to the behaviors of Base, A, and B. The first

program-integration algorithm to provide such guarantees was developed by Horwitz, Prins, and Reps. However, a

limitation of that algorithm is that it only applies to programs written in a restricted language—in particular, the algo-

rithm does not handle programs with procedures. This paper describes a generalization of the Horwitz-Prins-Reps

algorithm that handles programs that consist of multiple (and possibly mutually recursive) procedures.

We show that two straightforward generalizations of the Horwitz-Prins-Reps algorithm yield unsatisfactory results.

The key issue in developing a satisfactory algorithm is how to take into account different calling contexts when deter-

mining what has changed in the variants A and B. Our solution to this problem involves identifying two different kinds

of affected components of A and B: those affected regardless of how the procedure is called, and those affected by a

changed or new calling context. The algorithm makes use of interprocedural program slicing to identify these com-

ponents, as well as components in Base, A, and B with the same behavior.
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bench; D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding—program editors; D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming
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control; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—programming teams, software configuration management;

D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs—control structures, procedures, functions, and subroutines;
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1. INTRODUCTION

Program integration concerns the merging process necessary when a program’s source code diverges into

multiple variants. The need for program integration arises in many situations:

(1) When a system is “customized” by a user and simultaneously upgraded by a maintainer, and the user

desires a customized, upgraded version.

(2) When a system is being developed by multiple programmers who may simultaneously work with

separate copies of the source files.

(3) When several versions of a program exist and the same enhancement or bug-fix is to be made to all

of them.

Having an integration tool to provide assistance when tacking such problems would obviously be useful.

Given a program Base and two variants, A and B, each created by modifying separate copies of Base, the

goal of program integration is to determine whether the modifications interfere, and if they do not, to create

an integrated program that includes both sets of changes as well as the portions of Base preserved in both

variants.1 At present, the only available tools for integration (e.g., the UNIX2 utility diff3) implement an

operation for merging files as strings of text. This approach has the advantage that it is applicable to merg-

ing documents, data files, and other text objects as well as merging programs. However, these tools are

necessarily of limited utility for integrating programs because the manner in which two programs are

merged is not safe: one has no guarantees about how the execution behavior of the program produced by a

purely textual merge relates to the execution behaviors of the programs that are the arguments to the

merge. For example, if one variant contains changes only on lines 5−10, while the other variant contains

changes only on lines 15−20, diff3 would deem these changes to be interference-free; however, just

because changes are made at different places in a program is no reason to believe that the changes are free

of undesirable interactions. The merged program produced by a text-based integration tool must, therefore,

be carefully checked for conflicts that might have been introduced by the merge.

���������������������������������������������������������

1 More generally, we may be interested in integrating an arbitrary number of variants with respect to Base; however, for the sake of ex-

position we consider the common case of two variants A and B.

2 UNIX is a Trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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In contrast, our goal is to create a semantics-based tool for program integration. A semantics-based

program-integration tool has the following characteristics:

(1) The integration tool makes use of knowledge of the programming language to determine whether the

changes made to the base program to create the two variants have undesirable semantic interactions;

only if there is no such interference will the tool produce an integrated program.

(2) The integration tool provides guarantees about how the execution behavior of the integrated program

relates to the execution behaviors of the base program and the two variants.

Determining any non-trivial property of a program’s execution behavior is undecidable; thus, a semantics-

based integration tool must use techniques that provide safe approximations to undecidable problems.

The first algorithm for semantics-based program integration was formulated by Horwitz, Prins, and Reps

[7]. This algorithm will be referred to hereafter as the HPR algorithm. A limitation of the HPR algorithm

is that it applies only to a restricted programming language—one that does not include procedures and pro-

cedure calls. This paper concerns how to integrate programs that consist of multiple (and possibly mutu-

ally recursive) procedures. The paper includes two major contributions:

(1) We define a model of program integration for programs with procedures. This model provides

correctness criteria for integration algorithms.

(2) We present a multi-procedure integration algorithm that satisfies the model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes background material; in particu-

lar, it describes the HPR integration algorithm, system dependence graphs—the graph representation used

by our multi-procedure integration algorithm—and interprocedural slicing. Section 3 presents our model

for multi-procedure integration; Section 4 describes an algorithm that satisfies this model. Section 5

describes the relationship between this algorithm and the algorithm published in the first author’s thesis.

Section 6 describes an implementation of the multi-procedure integration algorithm.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section we review previous work that forms the basis for our new multi-procedure program-

integration algorithm. In reviewing this work we introduce some notation and concepts that differ from

those that have appeared in previous publications. These changes are introduced to simplify the presenta-

tion of the new algorithm in Section 4.

Throughout the paper, we use superscripts to distinguish between related quantities in the HPR algorithm

and the multi-procedure integration algorithm. Those used in the former have the superscript “hpr”; those

used in the latter have the superscript “S”.
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2.1. The Horwitz-Prins-Reps Algorithm for Program Integration

The HPR algorithm was designed to satisfy the model of semantics-based program integration given below.

This model makes use of a non-standard notion of the (collecting) semantics of a program. Rather than the

sequence of states that arise at a program component, we are concerned with the sequence of values pro-

duced by a program component. By a “program component” we mean an assignment statement, an output

statement, or the predicate of a while loop or conditional statement. By “the sequence of values produced

by a component” we mean: for an assignment statement, the sequence of values assigned to the target vari-

able; for an output statement, the sequence of output values; and for a predicate, the sequence of boolean

values to which the predicate evaluates.

� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Model of Program Integration for Programs Without Procedures

(1) Programs are written in a simplified programming language that has only assignment statements,

conditional statements, while loops, and output statements. The language does not include input

statements; however, a program can use a variable before assigning to it, in which case the

variable’s value comes from the initial state.

(2) When an integration algorithm is applied to base program Base and variant programs A and B, and

if integration succeeds—producing program M—then for any initial state σ on which Base, A, and

B all terminate normally,3 the following properties concerning the executions of Base, A, B, and M

on σ must hold:

(i) M terminates normally.

(ii) M captures the changed behavior of A: For any program component cA in variant A for which

there is no corresponding component of Base that produces the same sequence of values as

cA, there is a component of M that produces the same sequence of values as cA.

(iii) M captures the changed behavior of B: For any program component cB in variant B for which

there is no corresponding component of Base that produces the same sequence of values as

cB, there is a component of M that produces the same sequence of values as cB.

(iv) M captures the behavior of Base preserved in A and B: If there are corresponding program

components cBase , cA, and cB that all produce the same sequence of values then there is a

component of M that produces the same sequence of values as cBase , cA, and cB.

(3) Program M is created only from components that occur in programs Base, A, and B.
� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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Properties (1) and (3) are syntactic restrictions that limit the scope of the integration problem. Property

(2) defines the model’s semantic criterion for integration and interference. An informal statement of Pro-

perty (2) is “changes in the behavior of A and B with respect to Base must be incorporated in the integrated

program, along with the unchanged behavior of all three.” Any program M that satisfies Properties (1), (2),

and (3) integrates Base, A, and B; if no such program exists then A and B interfere with respect to Base.

However, the problem of whether a program exists that satisfies Property (2) is not decidable, even under

the restrictions given by Properties (1) and (3) [19]; consequently, to be safe any program-integration algo-

rithm must sometimes report interference—and consequently fail to produce an integrated program—even

though there is actually no interference (i.e., even when there is some program that meets the criteria given

above).

Although determining whether a program modification actually leads to a change in program behavior is

undecidable, the HPR algorithm is able to determine a safe approximation to the set of program elements

with changed behavior by comparing each of the variants with the base program. To determine this infor-

mation, the HPR algorithm employs a program representation that is similar to the program dependence

graphs used previously in vectorizing and parallelizing compilers [6, 9]. The HPR algorithm also makes

use of Weiser’s notion of a program slice [12, 21] to find the statements of a program that contribute to the

computation of the program elements with changed behavior.

The HPR algorithm assumes that program components are tagged so that corresponding components can

be identified in Base, A, and B. Component tags can be provided by a special editor that obeys the follow-

ing protocol:4

(1) When a copy of a program is made—e.g., when a copy of Base is made in order to create a new

variant—each component in the copy is given the same tag as the corresponding component in the ori-

ginal program.

(2) The operations on program components supported by the editor are insert, delete, and move. A newly

inserted component is given a previously unused tag; the tag of a component that is deleted is never

re-used; a component that is moved from one position to another retains its tag.

(3) The tags on components persist across different editing sessions and machines.

(4) Tags are allocated by a single server, so that two different editors cannot allocate the same new tag.

���������������������������������������������������������

3 There are two ways in which a program may fail to terminate normally on some initial state: (1) the program contains a non-

terminating loop, or (2) a fault occurs, such as division by zero.

4 A tagging facility meeting these requirements can be supported by language-based editors, such as those that can be created by such

systems as MENTOR [5], GANDALF [11], and the Synthesizer Generator [13].
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Component tags furnish the means for identifying how the program-dependence-graph vertices in different

versions correspond. It is the tags that are used to determine “identical” vertices when operations are per-

formed using vertices from different program dependence graphs.

2.1.1. Program dependence graphs

A program dependence graph (or PDG) is a directed graph.5 The vertices of a program’s PDG represent

the predicates, assignment statements, and output statements of the program. In addition, there is a dis-

tinguished vertex called the entry vertex, and an initial-definition vertex for each variable that may be used

before being defined. There are two kinds of edges: control dependence edges and data dependence edges.

The source of a control dependence edge is either the entry vertex or a predicate vertex and each edge is

labeled either true or false. A control dependence edge v →c w from vertex v to vertex w means that dur-

ing execution, whenever the predicate represented by v is evaluated and its value matches the label on the

edge to w, then the program component represented by w will eventually be executed if the program ter-

minates normally.

There are two kinds of data dependence edges, flow dependence edges and def-order dependence edges.

A flow dependence edge v →f w runs from a vertex v that represents an assignment to a variable x to a

vertex w that represents a use of x reached by that assignment. Flow dependences are further classified as

loop-independent or loop-carried. A flow dependence is loop-carried (denoted by v →lc w) if there is an

x-definition free path in the program’s control-flow graph from v to w that includes a backedge; otherwise,

the flow dependence is loop-independent (denoted by v →li w). A def-order edge v→do (u) w runs

between two vertices, v and w, where both v and w represent assignments to x, the definitions at v and w

reach a common use of x at u (i.e., v →f u and w →f u), and v lexically precedes w.

Example. Figure 1 shows an example program and its PDG.

<< Insert Figure 1 >>

2.1.2. Slicing

Backward slicing

The vertices of the backward slice of PDG G with respect to a vertex v are all vertices on which v has a

transitive flow or control dependence (i.e., all vertices that can reach v via flow and/or control edges). The

���������������������������������������������������������

5 A directed graph G, such as a PDG, consists of a set of vertices V (G) and a set of edges E (G). Each edge b→c ∈ E (G) is directed

from b to c; we say that b is the source and c the target of the edge.
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vertices of the backward slice of G with respect to a set of vertices S are those that can reach some vertex

in S. We define an operator b hpr with signature PDG × vertex-set → PDG × vertex-set that pairs the graph

being sliced with the vertices of the slice:

b hpr(G, S) =df (G, { w ∈ V(G) | w →*
c, f v and v ∈ S }).

For a single vertex, we define b hpr(G, v) = b hpr(G, { v }) and define b hpr(G, v) = (G, ∅) for any v ∈/ V (G).

As a notational shorthand, we sometimes use the name of a program to denote the corresponding PDG; for

example, b hpr(Base, S) is sometimes used in place of b hpr(GBase , S).

The backward slice of graph G with respect to vertex set S (which we often shorten to “slice”), is

denoted by Induce(b hpr(G, S)),6 where Induce : PDG × vertex-set → PDG is the function that returns the

subgraph of the PDG induced by the vertex set. (A def-order edge v→do (u) w is only included in the

induced edge set if u, v, and w are all included in the vertex set.) Formally, Induce is defined as follows:

Induce(G, V) =df (V, E′ ), where E′ = { v →f w ∈ E (G) | v, w ∈ V }
∪ { v →c w ∈ E (G) | v, w ∈ V }
∪ { v→do (u) w ∈ E (G) | u, v, w ∈ V }.

Where there is no ambiguity, we omit Induce; for example, to compare the slices of G with respect to ver-

tices v and u, we use b hpr(G, v) = b hpr(G,u) in place of Induce(b hpr(G, v)) = Induce(b hpr(G, u)). Also, as a

further notational shorthand, we omit the operator that selects the vertex-set component of a (graph,

vertex-set) pair when intersecting the vertex sets of two slices or when testing whether a vertex is in a slice.

For example, we use u ∈ b hpr(G, v) in place of u ∈ VertexSet (b hpr(G, v)).

Example. Figure 2 shows the graph that results from slicing the PDG from Figure 1 with respect to the

vertex for statement “i := i + 1” together with the program to which it corresponds.

<< Insert Figure 2 >>

Forward slicing

Forward slicing is the dual of backward slicing: whereas a backward slice identifies those program com-

ponents that can reach a given component (along flow and/or control edges), a forward slice identifies those

components that can be reached from a given component.

f hpr(G, S) =df (G, { w ∈ V(G) | v →*
c, f w and v ∈ S }).

�����������������������������������������������������������������������

6 In previous papers we used the notation G / v to denote this PDG.
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2.1.3. Summary of the HPR algorithm

The first step of the HPR algorithm determines the slices of A and B that are changed from Base; the

second step determines the slices of Base that are preserved in both A and B; the third step combines the

changed and preserved slices to form the merged PDG GM; the fourth step tests GM for interference, and if

there is no interference produces a program M whose PDG is GM .

Step 1: Determining changed slices

If the slice of variant A with respect to vertex v differs from the slice of Base with respect to v, then A and

Base may compute a different sequence of values at v [14]. In other words, vertex v is a site that poten-

tially exhibits changed behavior in the two programs. Thus, we define the affected points of A with respect

to Base, denoted by AP hpr(A, Base), to be the subset of vertices of A whose slices in Base and A differ.

AP hpr(A, Base) =df (A, { v ∈ V (A) | b hpr(Base, v) ≠ b hpr(A, v) }).

(As with the slicing operators, the various integration operators all return a (PDG, vertex-set) pair.) We

define AP hpr(B, Base) similarly.

To compute AP(A, Base) and AP hpr(B, Base) efficiently, we use special subsets of the affected points,

called the directly affected points. First, define the sets of incoming edges for a vertex v in PDG G as fol-

lows:

IncomingControl hpr(G, v) =df { w →c v ∈ E (G) }
IncomingLoopCarriedFlow hpr(G, v) =df { w →lc v ∈ E (G) }
IncomingLoopIndependentFlow hpr(G, v) =df { w →li v ∈ E (G) }
IncomingDefOrder hpr(G, v) =df { w→do (v) x ∈ E (G) }.

The last of these definitions will be somewhat puzzling if a def-order edge w→do (v) x is thought of as an

edge directed from w to x and labeled with v. However, it is often useful to think of def-order edge

w→do (v) x as a hyper-edge directed from w to x to v; it is in this sense that a def-order edge is an incoming

edge for v.

Vertex v is a directly affected point of A with respect to Base iff v is in A but not Base, or if v has dif-

ferent incoming edges in A and Base. Thus, the set of directly affected points of A with respect to Base,

denoted by DAP hpr(A, Base), is defined as follows:

DAP hpr(A, Base) =df
(A, { v ∈ V (A) | v ∈/ V (Base)

∨ IncomingControl hpr(A, v) ≠ IncomingControl hpr(Base, v)
∨ IncomingLoopCarriedFlow hpr(A, v) ≠ IncomingLoopCarriedFlow hpr(Base, v)
∨ IncomingLoopIndependentFlow hpr(A, v) ≠ IncomingLoopIndependentFlow hpr(Base, v)
∨ IncomingDefOrder hpr(A, v) ≠ IncomingDefOrder hpr(Base, v) }).

Vertices in DAP hpr(A, Base) clearly have different backward slices in A and Base. We can identify all

the vertices of A whose backward slices are different in Base (i.e., the affected points, AP hpr(A, Base)) by

finding those vertices in the forward slice of A with respect to DAP hpr(A, Base). Thus, we have
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AP hpr(A, Base) = f hpr(DAP hpr(A, Base)).

The slices b hpr(AP hpr(A, Base)) and b hpr(AP hpr(B, Base)) capture all the slices of A and B (respectively)

that differ from Base, and so we make the following definitions:

∆hpr(A, Base) =df b hpr(AP hpr(A, Base)) and ∆hpr(B, Base) =df b hpr(AP hpr(B, Base)).

Step 2: Determining preserved slices

A vertex that has the same slice in all three programs is guaranteed to exhibit the same behavior [14].

Thus, we define the preserved points of Base, A, and B, denoted by Pre hpr(A, Base, B), to be those vertices

of Base that have the same slice in Base, A, and B:

Pre hpr(A, Base, B) =df (Base, { v ∈ V (Base) | b hpr(A, v) = b hpr(Base, v) = b hpr(B, v) }).

Step 3: Forming the merged graph

The merged graph GM is formed by taking the graph union7 of the slices that characterize the changed

behavior of A, the changed behavior of B, and the behavior of Base preserved in both A and B:

GM =df Induce(∆hpr(A, Base)) ∪ Induce(∆hpr(B, Base)) ∪ Induce(Pre hpr(A, Base, B)).

Step 4: Testing for interference

There are two possible ways by which the graph GM can fail to represent a satisfactory integrated program;

we refer to them as “Type I interference” and “Type II interference.” The test for Type I interference

determines whether any of the changed slices of A and B (with respect to Base) were “corrupted” when

they were combined to form GM . Interference is reported when a vertex in ∆hpr(A, Base) is also a directly

affected point of GM with respect to A (or if the analogous condition holds for B); that is, Type I interfer-

ence exists iff

∆hpr (A, Base) ∩ DAP hpr (GM , A) ≠ ∅ or ∆hpr (B, Base) ∩ DAP hpr (GM , B) ≠ ∅.

(A different definition of Type I interference was used in [7]; the two definitions are shown to be

equivalent in [15].)

The final step of the HPR algorithm involves reconstituting a program from GM . However, it is possible

that no such program exists—the merged graph can be an infeasible PDG; this is Type II interference.

(The crux of program reconstitution is to determine whether it is possible to order the program components

so as to preserve the dependences represented by the PDG edges; see [7] for a discussion of program

�����������������������������������������������������������������������

7 Given directed graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1) and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2), the graph union, G 1 ∪ G 2 , is defined as: (V 1 ∪ V 2 , E 1 ∪ E 2).
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reconstitution.8) If neither kind of interference occurs, a program whose PDG is GM is returned as the

result of the integration.

One of the most important aspects of the HPR algorithm is that it provides semantic guarantees about the

behavior of the integrated program. It has been shown that the HPR algorithm satisfies the integration

model of Section 2.1 (and, in particular, Property (2), the semantic criterion for integration) [22].

2.2. The System Dependence Graph and Interprocedural Slicing

Two important steps in extending the HPR algorithm to handle programs with procedures are (1) extending

the graph representation of programs to include procedure calls, and (2) extending the algorithm for pro-

gram slicing to handle slices that cross procedure boundaries. These extensions were defined in [8]; sum-

maries are given below.

2.2.1. The system dependence graph

The system dependence graph (SDG) extends previous dependence representations to accommodate col-

lections of procedures (with procedure calls) rather than just monolithic programs. Our definition of the

SDG models a language with the following properties:

(1) A complete system consists of a single (main) procedure and a collection of auxiliary procedures.9

(2) Parameters are passed by value-result.10

(3) There are no call sites of the form P (x, x) or P (g), where g is a global variable. (The former restric-

tion sidesteps potential copy-back conflicts. The latter restriction permits global variables to be

treated as additional parameters to each procedure; thus, we do not discuss global variables expli-

citly.)

An SDG is made up of a collection of procedure dependence graphs connected by interprocedural control-

and flow-dependence edges. Procedure dependence graphs are similar to the program dependence graphs

described in Section 2.1.1 except that they include vertices and edges representing call statements, parame-

ter passing, and transitive data dependences due to calls (we will abbreviate both procedure dependence

graphs and program dependence graphs by “PDG”). A call statement is represented using a call-site ver-

tex; parameter passing is represented using four kinds of parameter vertices: on the calling side, parameter

passing is represented by two kinds of vertices, called actual-in and actual-out vertices, which are control

���������������������������������������������������������

**A minor correction to the program-reconstitution algorithm is given in [1].

9 Because the term “program dependence graph” is associated with graphs that represent single procedure programs, we introduced the

term “system dependence graph” for the dependence graphs that represent multi-procedure programs [8]. Similarly, we use

“system”—rather than “program”—to mean a program with multiple procedures.

10 Techniques for handling parameters passed by reference and for dealing with aliasing are discussed in [8].
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dependent on the call vertex; in the called procedure, parameter passing is represented by two kinds of ver-

tices, called formal-in and formal-out vertices, which are control dependent on the procedure’s entry ver-

tex. Actual-in and formal-in vertices are included for every global variable that may be used or modified as

a result of the call and for every parameter; formal-out and actual-out vertices are included only for global

variables and parameters that may be modified as a result of the call. (Interprocedural side-effect analysis

[4] is used to determine which global variables need to be represented by parameter vertices.)

Summary edges are added from actual-in vertices to actual-out vertices to represent transitive data

dependences due to called procedures. These edges are defined as follows.

DEFINITION. CallQ denotes a call-site vertex that represents a call on procedure Q; CallQ.ain denotes an

actual-in vertex subordinate to CallQ, and CallQ.aout denotes an actual-out vertex subordinate to CallQ.

Similarly, EnterQ denotes the entry vertex for procedure Q; EnterQ.ain denotes a formal-in vertex subordi-

nate to EnterP and EnterQ.aout denotes a formal-out vertex subordinate to EnterQ.

DEFINITION. CFP denotes the control-flow dependence subgraph of PDG GP (i.e., GP with no def-order

edges).

CFp =df (V (Gp), { e ∈ E (Gp) | e is a flow or control edge }).

For each procedure P, the augmented control-flow dependence subgraph, denoted by ACFP, is CFP aug-

mented with summary edges. The existence of a summary edge in ACFP at a call-site on procedure Q

depends on the existence of a path in ACFQ from a formal-in vertex to a formal-out vertex. In the presence

of recursion, this path may in turn depend on the existence of a path in ACFP. This interdependence is cap-

tured by defining the ACF graphs recursively, as the least solution to the following set of equations (there is

one equation for each procedure P in the system).

DEFINITION (ACFP).

ACFP =df (V (CFP),E (CFP) ∪ SEP), where
SEP =df { CallQ.ain →s CallQ.bout | CallQ ∈ V (CFP)

∧ EnterQ.ain→EnterQ.bout ∈ (E (ACFQ))+ }.

The summary edges for procedure P are those edges in SEP (i.e., those edges in ACFP but not in CFP).

Note that the last term in the above definition refers to (E (ACFQ))+—the transitive closure of

E (ACFQ)—because the edges of ACFP depend on the existence of paths in ACFQ.

Summary edges can be computed using a variation on the technique used to compute the subordinate-

characteristic graphs of an attribute grammar’s nonterminals. The computation of summary edges is

described in [8].
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Procedure dependence graphs are connected to form an SDG using three new kinds of edges: (1) a call

edge is added from each call-site vertex to the corresponding procedure-entry vertex; (2) a parameter-in

edge is added from each actual-in vertex at a call site to the corresponding formal-in vertex in the called

procedure; (3) a parameter-out edge is added from each formal-out vertex in the called procedure to the

corresponding actual-out vertex at the call site.

Example. Figure 3 shows an example system and its SDG. (In Figure 3 as well as in the remaining

figures of the paper, def-order edges are not shown and the edges representing control dependences are

shown unlabeled; all such edges would be labeled true.)

<< Insert Figure 3 >>

2.2.2. Interprocedural slicing

Interprocedural slicing can be defined as a reachability problem using the SDG, just as intraprocedural slic-

ing is defined as a reachability problem using the PDG. The slices obtained using this approach are the

same as those obtained using Weiser’s interprocedural-slicing method [21]. However, this approach does

not produce slices that are as precise as possible, because it considers paths in the graph that are not possi-

ble execution paths. For example, there is a path in the graph shown in Figure 3 from the vertex of pro-

cedure Main labeled “xin := sum” to the vertex of Main labeled “i := yout .” However, this path corresponds

to procedure Add being called by procedure A, but returning to procedure Increment, which is not possible.

The value of i after the call to procedure A in Main is independent of the value of sum before the call, and

so the vertex labeled “xin := sum” should not be included in the slice with respect to the vertex labeled

“i := yout”.11

To determine more precise interprocedural slices, an interprocedural slice of an SDG G with respect to a

set of vertices S is computed using two passes over the graph. The summary edges described in Section

2.2.1 are used to permit “moving across” a call site without having to descend into the called procedure;

thus, there is no need to keep track of calling context explicitly to ensure that only legal execution paths are

traversed. Both passes operate on the SDG, traversing edges to find the set of vertices that can reach a

given set of vertices along certain kinds of edges. The traversal in Pass 1 starts from all vertices in S and

goes backwards (from target to source) along flow edges, control edges, call edges, summary edges, and

parameter-in edges, but not along def-order or parameter-out edges. The traversal in Pass 2 starts from all

vertices reached in Pass 1 and goes backwards along flow edges, control edges, summary edges, and

���������������������������������������������������������

11 A similar concern with non-executable paths arises in the context of interprocedural dataflow analysis [10, 20].
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parameter-out edges, but not along def-order, call, or parameter-in edges. The result of an interprocedural

slice consists of the sets of vertices encountered during Pass 1 and Pass 2, and the set of edges induced by

this vertex set.

In the remainder of the paper, we use the operators b1 and b2 to designate the individual passes of the

slicing algorithm. Operators b1 and b2 are applied to an SDG and a set of vertices, and return a pair con-

sisting of their first argument along with a set of vertices; thus, each has the signature SDG × vertex-

set → SDG × vertex-set.

The operator b is used to denote the composition b2 ° b1. Thus, the (full backward) slice of graph G with

respect to vertex set S is denoted by Induce(b(G, S)), where Induce is the extension to SDGs of the Induce

operator defined in Section 2.1.2.

As with backward slicing, an (interprocedural) forward slice with respect to a given set of program com-

ponents can be computed using two edge-traversal passes, where each pass traverses only certain classes of

edges in the SDG; however, in a forward slice edges are traversed from source to target. The first pass of a

forward slice, which we call an f1 slice, ignores parameter-in, call, and def-order edges; the second pass, or

f2 slice, ignores parameter-out and def-order edges. Thus, the full forward slice of G with respect to S,

denoted by Induce(f(G, S)), is defined as Induce(f2(f1(G, S))).

3. A REVISED MODEL FOR MULTI-PROCEDURAL INTEGRATION

In this section we consider two multi-procedure integration algorithms that are straightforward extensions

of the HPR algorithm; however, neither algorithm proves to be satisfactory. The first algorithm, discussed

in Section 3.1, fails to satisfy Property (2) of the integration model of Section 2.1. The second algorithm,

discussed in Section 3.2, does satisfy Property (2) of the integration model, but is unacceptable because it

reports interference in cases where there is an intuitively acceptable integrated program. The latter exam-

ple leads us to reformulate the integration model to better capture the goals of multi-procedure integration;

the reformulated model is discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1. Integration of Separate Procedures

Our first candidate algorithm for multi-procedure integration applies the HPR algorithm separately to each

procedure (i.e., for each procedure P in one or more of Base, A, or B, variant A’s and variant B’s versions

of P are integrated with respect to Base’s version of P). Unfortunately, this approach fails to satisfy Pro-

perty (2) of the integration model of Section 2.1: it is possible for a merged program produced by this algo-

rithm to terminate abnormally on an initial state on which A, B, and Base all terminate normally. This is

illustrated by the example shown in Figure 4, where the program labeled “Integrated System” is the result

when the HPR algorithm is used to integrate the three versions of Main and the three versions of P.

Although programs Base, A, and B in Figure 4 all terminate normally, the integrated program terminates
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abnormally with a division-by-zero error; this is the result of an interaction between the statement

“a := a − 1” in procedure P (which was introduced in variant A) and the statement “y := 1 / x” in the Main

procedure (which was introduced in variant B). This example motivates the need for a multi-procedure

integration algorithm to take into account potential interactions between modifications that occur in dif-

ferent procedures of the different variants.

<< Insert Figure 4 >>

3.2. Direct-Extension Algorithm: A Straightforward Extension of the HPR Algorithm

The need to determine the potential effects of a change made in one procedure on components of other pro-

cedures suggests the use of interprocedural slicing. Thus, our second candidate algorithm for multi-

procedure integration is a direct extension of the HPR algorithm: it performs the steps of the HPR algo-

rithm exactly as given in Section 2.1.3, except that each intraprocedural slicing operation is reinterpreted as

an interprocedural slicing operation.

Although this reinterpretation does yield a multi-procedure integration algorithm that satisfies the

integration model of Section 2.1, the algorithm obtained is unsatisfactory because it fails (i.e., reports

interference) on many examples for which, intuitively, integration should succeed. This is illustrated by

the example shown in Figure 5, on which the direct extension of the HPR algorithm reports interference.

Because the backward slices b (Base, { “x := x + 1” }), b (A, { “x := x + 1” }), and b (B, { “x := x + 1” }) are

pairwise unequal, the statement “x := x + 1” is an affected point in both variants; therefore, the slices

b (A, { “x := x + 1” }) and b (B, { “x := x + 1” }) are both included in the merged SDG GM . However,

because both slices are included in GM , they are both “corrupted” in GM . For example, the assignment

statement “b := 4” is in the backward slice of GB with respect to “x := x + 1”, and therefore is in GM . In GA,

the actual-in vertex associated with the second call to Incr is in the backward slice with respect to affected

point “x := x + 1” and therefore is in ∆ (A, Base). This actual-in vertex is also a directly affected point of

GM with respect to A; it has an incoming edge from “b := 4” in GM but there is no such edge in GA. When

a vertex is in both ∆ (A, Base) and DAP (GM , A), it means that there is some affected point of A (in this

case, “x := x + 1”), whose changed behavior may not be preserved in the merged program, and the integra-

tion algorithm reports Type I interference.

<< Insert Figure 5 >>

Further examination of the example in Figure 5 reveals that extending the programming language with

procedures and call statements has introduced a new issue for the proper formulation of integration,

namely, “What is the ‘granularity’ by which one should measure ‘changed execution behavior’?” It is cer-

tainly true that statement “x := x + 1” exhibits three different behaviors (i.e., produces three different
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sequences of values) in Base, A, and B; however, statement “x := x + 1” in variant A exhibits different

behavior from Base only on the first invocation of Incr; statement “x := x + 1” in B exhibits different

behavior from Base only on the second invocation of Incr. Thus, for this example, it would seem desirable

for the integration algorithm to succeed and return the program labeled “Proposed Integrated System” in

Figure 5. When this program is executed, it exhibits the changed behavior from variant A during the first

invocation of Incr and the changed behavior from variant B during the second invocation of Incr.

However, the program labeled “Proposed Integrated System” in Figure 5 fails to meet Property (2) of the

integration model of Section 2.1 (because the sequences of values produced at statement “x := x + 1” in

Base, A, and B are pairwise unequal). This example suggests that the integration model of Section 2.1,

which was originally introduced as a model for the integration of single-procedure programs, needs to be

revised to characterize better the goals of multi-procedure integration. In particular, the integration model

should capture the notion of changed execution behavior at a finer level of granularity.

3.3. “Roll-out” and a Revised Model of Program Integration

In this section we define a more appropriate model of multi-procedure integration by relating multi-

procedure integration to single-procedure integration through the concept of roll-out—the exhaustive in-

line expansion of call statements to produce a program without procedure calls. Each expansion step

replaces a call statement with a new scope statement that contains the body of the called procedure and is

parameterized by assignment statements that make explicit the transfer of values between actual and formal

parameters. We use the notation roll-out(S) to denote the set of (possibly infinite) programs produced by

repeatedly expanding call-sites in each procedure of system S. In the presence of recursion, roll-out leads

to an infinite program. (The meaning of an infinite program is defined by the least upper bound of the

meanings of the finite programs that approximate it.) We wish to stress that our multi-procedure integra-

tion method does not actually perform any roll-outs; roll-out is simply a conceptual device introduced to

formulate properly our algorithm’s goal.

The roll-out concept leads us to a different perspective on the notion of the behavior of a program com-

ponent (and consequently to a notion of finer granularity of changed execution behavior). A “rolled-out”

program contains many occurrences—possibly an infinite number—of each statement in the original pro-

gram. In such a program, different occurrences of a given component from procedure P correspond to

invocations of P in different calling contexts. Consequently, one occurrence of a given component can

have a different behavior in roll-out(A) than in roll-out(Base), while another occurrence of the same com-

ponent has a different behavior in roll-out(B) than in roll-out(Base), without there being interference.

Example. For the systems listed in Figure 5, the (finite) Main programs obtained by applying roll-out to

each system (these rolled-out programs are shown in Figure 6) contain two different occurrences of state-

ment “x := x + 1”, corresponding to the first and second invocations of procedure Incr. The change made in
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variant A affects the behavior only at the first occurrence of “x := x + 1”; while the change made in variant

B affects the behavior only at the second occurrence of “x := x + 1”. When roll-out is applied to the system

labeled “Proposed Integrated System” in Figure 5, the resulting program captures both changes: when the

program is executed, it exhibits the changed behavior from variant A at the first occurrence of “x := x + 1”

as well as the changed behavior from variant B at the second occurrence of “x := x + 1.”

<< Insert Figure 6 >>

Our revised model of integration involves the concept of “integration” at two levels:

(1) The conceptual level concerns the integration of rolled-out (and hence possibly infinite) programs. In

what follows, I ∞ denotes an operation that combines three rolled-out programs.

(2) The concrete level concerns an actual algorithm for multi-procedure integration (i.e., an operation that

applies to finite representations of programs, such as SDGs). In what follows, I S denotes an algorithm

that combines three programs.

Operation I ∞ provides a standard against which we measure I S.

We can now state the revised, two-level model of integration for programs with procedures:
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Revised Model of Program Integration

(1) At the conceptual level, we modify the requirements of the integration model of Section 2.1 to

cover sets of rolled-out procedures: let M ∞ = I ∞(roll-out(Base), roll-out(A), roll-out(B)). Then

for every (rolled-out) procedure that exists in one or more of roll-out(Base), roll-out(A),

roll-out(B), and M ∞ , the three properties of the integration model of Section 2.1 (with infinite pro-

grams now permitted) must hold.

(2) At the concrete level, we impose the following conditions:

(i) Programs are finite and are written in the simplified programming language described in Pro-

perty (1) of the integration model of Section 2.1, extended with procedures, call statements,

and value-result parameter passing.

(ii) When I S (applied to Base, A, and B) succeeds—producing system M—then I ∞ (applied to

roll -out(Base), roll -out(A), and roll -out(B)) succeeds—producing set of programs M ∞—

and for every initial state σ on which Base, A, and B terminate, the following must hold for

the execution of M ∞ , roll -out(M), roll -out(A), and roll -out(B) on σ:

(a) For every program point pM∞ in M ∞ , there exists a component of roll -out(M) that pro-

duces the same sequence of values as pM∞ .

(b) For every program point proll -out(M) in roll -out(M), there exists a component in

roll -out(A), roll -out(B), or both that produces the same sequence of values as

proll -out(M) .

(iii) Program M is created only from components that occur in programs Base, A, and B.
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Property (2.ii) states that the system produced by algorithm I S must be consistent with the (possibly

infinite) program produced by operation I ∞ .

The use of rolled-out programs in the model has the effect of weakening Property (2) of the integration

model of Section 2.1, since the new model directly relates the computations of only the rolled-out pro-

grams. In a rolled-out program, different occurrences of a given component of some procedure P

correspond to different invocations of P in different calling contexts. Thus, there is not necessarily

interference when one occurrence of a given component has a different behavior in roll-out(A) than in

roll-out(Base), while another occurrence of the component has a different behavior in roll-out(B) than in

roll-out(Base).

As with the original integration model of Section 2.1, the questions of whether there exists an M ∞ that

satisfies Property (1) and whether there exists an M that satisfies Property (2.ii) are undecidable (even

under the restrictions given by Properties (2.i) and (2.iii)). Consequently, we must use techniques that pro-

vide safe approximations to these properties, and so our program-integration algorithm will sometime
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report interference—and hence fail to produce an integrated program—in cases when there is some pro-

gram that meets the conditions given above.

Note that our model of program integration can have many different “instantiations.” The model relates

an operation I ∞ that operates on rolled-out (and potentially infinite) programs, to an operation I S that

operates on finite program representations. Consequently, a particular instantiation of the model involves

defining two operations, say I
� ∞

and I
� S

, although only I
� S

is of practical significance for the management of

actual program variants.

The remainder of this paper concerns one particular instantiation of the program-integration model. The

operation that plays the role of I ∞ is called Integrate ∞ and is defined as follows. Let HPR ∞ be the natural

extension of the HPR algorithm that operates on the infinite PDGs of infinite programs. Let roll-out(A) | P

denote procedure P of roll-out(A). Integrate ∞ is the operation that applies HPR ∞ to every (rolled-out) pro-

cedure in one or more of roll-out(Base), roll-out(A), and roll-out(B):

Integrate ∞(roll-out(Base), roll-out(A), roll-out(B)) =df

P ∈ (Base ∪ A ∪ B)
∪ HPR ∞(roll-out(Base) | P, roll-out(A) | P, roll-out(B) | P).

The operation that plays the role of I S is called Integrate S and is defined in Section 4. We call the pair of

operations (Integrate ∞ , Integrate S) the “Standard Instantiation (of the Revised Model of Program Integra-

tion).”

A few words about the Standard Instantiation are in order at this point:

(i) The pair (Integrate ∞ , Integrate S) satisfies the Revised Model of Program Integration [3]. The proof

follows from three results outlined below. First, the integration and slicing theorems for single-

procedure programs extend to sets of infinite programs. Thus, M ∞ satisfies Part 1 of the model.

Second, starting with Base, A, and B, the set of programs obtained by applying roll-out and then

Integrate ∞ is a slice of the set of programs obtained by applying Integrate S and then roll-out (see Fig-

ure 7). Thus, roll-out(M) satisfies Part 2.ii.a of the model. Third, roll-out(M) is the union of uncor-

rupted slices from roll-out(A) and roll-out(B) (i.e., for each vertex v in roll-out(M), the slice of

roll-out(M) with respect to v is equal to the slice of roll-out(A) with respect to v or the slice of

roll-out(B) with respect to v). Thus, M satisfies Part 2.ii.b of the model.

<< Insert Figure 7 >>

(ii) Integrate S generalizes the HPR algorithm in the following way: when the HPR algorithm and

Integrate S are applied to the same collection of single-procedure programs, either both report interfer-

ence, or both produce the same integrated program. This follows from the idempotence of b hpr and

f hpr , and the fact that on single-procedure programs, the operations b1 and b2 degenerate to b hpr , and

the operations f1 and f2 degenerate to f hpr .
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4. AN ALGORITHM FOR MULTI-PROCEDURE INTEGRATION

This section presents Integrate S, an algorithm for multi-procedure program integration that meets the

requirements of the Revised Model of Program Integration presented in Section 3. There are two aspects

of the multi-procedure integration problem that complicate the definition of Integrate S:

(1) Integrate S must take into account different calling contexts when determining what was changed in

variants A and B. (For instance, the candidate algorithm proposed in Section 3.1.2 reports interfer-

ence, and hence fails to produce the system labeled “Proposed Integrated System” for the example in

Figure 5 because it does not take into account different calling contexts.) In our work on interpro-

cedural slicing [8], a somewhat similar calling-context problems is handled by exploiting the SDGs

summary edges and by using two separate traversals over the SDG. For multi-procedure integration,

the calling-context problem is handled by again exploiting the summary edges, this time in conjunc-

tion with a number of backward and forward slicing operations.

(2) One or more of the arguments to Integrate S can contain dead code (that is, code whose execution has

no effect on the program’s output). Note that the model of program integration given in Section 2.1

(as well as the revised model for multi-procedure integration) requires that every program component

in variant A or B whose behavior differs from the corresponding component of Base be included in the

integrated program M (regardless of whether that component’s changed behavior also causes the

program’s output to change). This is important for several reasons. One reason is to ensure that

semantics-preserving changes (which by definition cause no change to the program’s output) intro-

duced into variant A or B are included in the integrated program. A second reason is that, during pro-

gram development, dead code may be introduced temporarily, with the programmer intending to turn

it into live code at a later time. It is an important practical concern that an integration algorithm

preserve all changes made to a variant, including the introduction of, and modifications to, dead code.

Including semantics-preserving changes in an integrated multi-procedure program is not a problem;

however, to properly handle systems that contain dead code, the first step of the multi-procedure integra-

tion algorithm augments the SDGs of A and B with some additional vertices that act as representatives for

dead code, and additional edges that summarize paths to dead code (see Section 4.2). This information is

used by the integration algorithm to identify changed behaviors in variants A and B even in the presence of

dead code.

The presentation of the multi-procedure integration algorithm is divided into three subsections: Section

4.1 describes the basic algorithm, temporarily ignoring the problem of systems that contain dead code.

Section 4.2 describes the modifications needed to handle dead code. Section 4.3 contains a recap of the

multi-procedure integration algorithm Integrate S and discusses the complexity of the algorithm.
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4.1. The Basic Multi-Procedure Integration Algorithm

As in the HPR algorithm, multi-procedure integration involves 4 steps: Step 1 identifies slices that

represent changed behaviors (∆S(A, Base) and ∆S(B, Base)); Step 2 identifies slices that represent

preserved behaviors (Pre S(A, Base, B)); Step 3 combines these slices to form the merged SDG; and Step 4

tests for interference.

4.1.1. Step 1: Determining changed slices

Directly affected points (DAP S)

As in the HPR algorithm, the directly affected points of A and B (with respect to Base) are used to identify

the affected points, which are in turn used to identify the slices of A and B that represent their changed

behaviors.

Recall that in the case of single procedure integration (the HPR algorithm) DAP hpr(A, Base) consists of

the vertices of A that are not in Base and those whose incoming edges are different in A and Base. For the

purposes of identifying directly affected points in SDGs, it is crucial to exclude differences in parameter-in

and call edges from the definition of DAP S(A, Base), and it is convenient also to exclude differences in

parameter-out and summary edges. Thus, the definition of directly affected points is essentially the same

for multi-procedure and for single-procedure integration:

DAP S(A, Base) =df
(A, { v ∈ V (A) | v ∈/ V (Base)

∨ IncomingControl S(A, v) ≠ IncomingControl S(Base, v)
∨ IncomingLoopCarriedFlow S(A, v) ≠ IncomingLoopCarriedFlow S(Base, v)
∨ IncomingLoopIndependentFlow S(A, v) ≠ IncomingLoopIndependentFlow S(Base, v)
∨ IncomingDefOrder S(A, v) ≠ IncomingDefOrder S(Base, v) }).

The reason for excluding differences in parameter-in and call edges from the definition of DAP S(A, Base)

has to do with the construction of ∆S(A, Base) from DAP S(A, Base). This construction (discussed shortly)

involves b (i.e., “full backward”) slices with respect to each directly affected point v of A.12 The use of b

slices includes all of v’s possible calling contexts in ∆S(A, Base). Thus, if changes in the incoming

parameter-in or call edges were to cause formal-in and entry vertices, respectively, in procedure P to be

classified as directly affected points, then all call-sites on P (not just the one containing the change) would

be part of ∆S(A, Base).

In particular, this problem occurs when A adds or deletes a call on P or replaces an actual parameter at

an existing call-site on P, and B adds or deletes a call on P or changes the value of an actual parameter at

���������������������������������������������������������

12 The definition of ∆S(A, Base) also involves b and b2 slices taken with respect to some other vertices.
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an existing call-site on P. For example, Figure 8 illustrates the case where A deletes a call-site on pro-

cedure P, and B changes the value of an actual parameter at a different call-site on P. (For this example,

the goal is to produce the system labeled “Proposed M”.) In A, the deletion of call statement “call P (a)”

changes the incoming parameter-in edges of the formal-in vertex for x, and also changes the incoming call

edges of the entry vertex EnterP. We do not want this change to cause the actual-in and call-site vertices of

the remaining call-site on P to be incorporated into ∆S(A, Base). If they are, then “b := 0” will also be

included in ∆S(A, Base) and there would be a conflict with the change made in variant B.

<< Insert Figure 8 >>

It is not crucial to the correctness of Integrate S to exclude differences in parameter-out and summary

edges from the definition of DAP S(A, Base): doing so does not affect the success of Integrate S nor does it

change the merged program produced by Integrate S. It does, however, simplify the argument, given in [3],

that Integrate S satisfies the Revised Model of Program Integration.

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, determining the directly affected points (as well as the other steps of

Integrate hpr) requires program components to be tagged so that corresponding components can be

identified in all three versions (Base, A, and B). Section 2.1.3 did not discuss tags for call statements.

Because a call statement is represented by multiple vertices in an SDG it has multiple tags: one for each

vertex. For example, call P(a) has three tags: a tag for the call-site vertex, for a’s actual-in vertex, and for

a’s actual-out vertex. Furthermore, in addition to the conditions imposed on tags in Section 2.1.3, the tags

on parameter vertices (for both actual and formal parameters) must encode the position of the parameter in

the parameter list.

To understand why this encoding is necessary, consider an edit that interchanges two actual parameters.

This interchange is likely to change the computation carried out by the system and therefore should be cap-

tured in ∆S. At the same time, what is captured in ∆S should be limited to those calling-contexts that con-

tain the call-site where the interchange took place (not all calling-contexts of the called procedure). We

accomplish this by including the parameter-list position of actual parameters as part of the tags of their

actual-in (and actual-out) vertices; thus, interchanging two parameters creates directly affected points only

at the call-site where the interchange took place. (A similar encoding is performed for formal-in and

formal-out vertices.)

Affected points (AP S)

As in the HPR algorithm, the affected points of A and B with respect to Base are defined to be the vertices

that are in the forward slices of A and B with respect to their directly affected points:

AP S(A, Base) =df f(DAP S(A, Base)).
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Changed slices (∆∆S)

In the HPR algorithm, ∆hpr(A, Base) is defined to be the backward slice of A with respect to its affected

points. For multi-procedure integration it is necessary to partition the affected points into two subsets: the

strongly affected points and the weakly affected points. A strongly affected point potentially exhibits

changed behavior in all calling contexts while a weakly affected point only potentially exhibits changed

behavior in some calling contexts. The strongly affected points of A with respect to Base, denoted by

SAP S(A, Base), are those vertices of A that are in the f1 slice with respect to a directly affected point:

SAP S(A, Base) =df f1(DAP S(A, Base)).

The affected points that are not strongly affected are the weakly affected points. Strongly and weakly

affected points contribute differently to the definition of ∆S; thus, there are two parts to the definition of ∆S.

The first contains the contribution of the strongly affected points. Because the execution behavior at each

strongly affected point v is potentially modified in every calling context in which it is executed, it is neces-

sary to incorporate all of v’s possible calling contexts in ∆S. This is accomplished by taking a b (i.e., “full

backward”) slice with respect to v.

Example. Variant A shown in Figure 9 contains two directly affected points: the statement “t := 2” and

the actual-in vertex for t at the second call-site on Q in P (which has different incoming edges in A and

Base); these two points are also the only strongly affected points. The b slice of A taken with respect to

these points includes all of the calling contexts for P (the two call-sites on P in this example). This part of

∆S(A, Base) is shown in the third column of Figure 9.

<< Insert Figure 9 >>

The second part of the definition of ∆S contains the contribution of the weakly affected points. Because

the execution behavior of each weakly affected point v is potentially modified only in some calling contexts

in which it is executed, it is necessary to incorporate only some of v’s possible calling contexts in ∆S. This

can be done using b2 slices with respect to weakly affected points despite the fact that a b2 slice includes

none of a procedure’s calling contexts. Suppose v is a weakly affected point in procedure P. A b2 slice

with respect to v includes only vertices from P and procedures called by P; it does not include any vertices

from procedures that call P. Initially this seems incorrect because for a weakly affected point some calling

context must have changed. However, at least one of the call-site, actual-in, or actual-out vertices associ-

ated with the changed calling context must also be an affected point; thus, any changed calling context for

P in A with respect to Base will also be included in one of the two parts of ∆S(A, Base), as desired.

Because b2(SAP S(A, Base)) ⊆ b(SAP S(A, Base)), the second part of ∆S can be defined to be the b2 slice

taken with respect to all affected points rather than only the weakly affected points.
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Example. Variant A shown in Figure 9 contains two weakly affected points: the formal-in vertex for z

in procedure Q and the vertex labeled “t2 := t3+z.” The b2 slice with respect these vertices includes Q’s

entry vertex and the vertex labeled “t3 := 1”. (See the fourth column of Figure 9.) It does not include any

of Q’s affected calling contexts (those that contain the second call-site on Q in P). However, the vertices at

the second call-site on Q are also affected points and are therefore correctly included in ∆S(A, Base)

(shown in the fifth column of Figure 9).

Putting the two parts of ∆S together, we define

∆S(A, Base) =df b(SAP S(A, Base)) ∪ b2(AP S(A, Base)).

Example. In Figure 5, ∆S(A, Base) does not contain the second call-site on Incr in variant A. Thus, B’s

change can affect this call-site (as it does in Figure 5) without causing interference.

4.1.2. Step 2: Determining preserved slices

Intuitively, a vertex v in procedure Q should be in Pre S only if both of the following hold:

(1) Vertex v is in Base, A, and B.

(2) If the versions of Q in Base, A, and B are called with the same argument values, the program com-

ponent represented by v produces the same sequence of values in all three versions.

This intuitive definition of Pre S requires that v be in Pre S even when there is no calling context in Base, A,

and B such that Q is called with the same argument values in all three programs. Thus, the definition of

Pre S should ignore the contexts in which Q is called, while still correctly accounting for calling context in

the calls made (transitively) from Q. This is accomplished using b2 slices; a vertex with the same b2 slice

exhibits the same behavior when the procedure containing the vertex is called with the same initial argu-

ment values in Base, A, and B [3]. Thus, we define Pre S as follows:

Pre S(Base, A, B) =df (Base, { v ∈ V (Base) | b2(A, v) = b2(Base, v) = b2(B, v) }).

4.1.3. Step 3: Forming the merged graph

The merged graph is formed as follows:

GM = ∆S(A, Base) ∪ ∆S(B, Base) ∪ Pre S(Base, A, B).

In [3] it is shown that this construction is a true generalization of the one used in the HPR algorithm; that

is, for systems that consist of only a single procedure (i.e., with no calls to auxiliary procedures), GM is

identical to the merged graph constructed by the HPR algorithm.

4.1.4. Step 4: Testing for interference

As in the HPR algorithm, the merged graph must be tested for both Type I interference (was any changed

slice of a variant “corrupted” when the merged graph was formed?) and Type II interference (does the
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merged graph correspond to some program?). In addition, there is an additional interference test (for Type

III interference) that has no counterpart in the HPR algorithm. Note that we explicitly use GM in the

definitions of the Type I and Type II interference tests to emphasize that a system M whose SDG is GM

exists only if there is no Type II interference. Even if M exists, it may be semantically unsuitable (i.e. there

may be Type I or Type III interference).

Type I Interference

The test for Type I interference is a straightforward extension of the corresponding test in the HPR algo-

rithm; there is Type I interference if a vertex in ∆S(A, Base) is also a directly affected point of GM with

respect to A (or if the analogous condition holds for B):

∆S(A, Base) ∩ DAP S(GM , A) ≠ ∅ or ∆S(B, Base) ∩ DAP S(GM , B) ≠ ∅.

Type II interference

The next step of Integrate S is to determine whether the merged graph GM is feasible (i.e., corresponds to

some system), and if it is, to return a system whose SDG is GM . There are two possible reasons why this

may not be possible (in both cases Type II interference is reported). First, GM may be PDG-infeasible (i.e.,

one of the PDGs may be infeasible). Second, even if all of the SDG’s PDGs are feasible, GM may be

SDG-infeasible (i.e., GM may still be infeasible due to procedure linkage constraints).

PDG-infeasibility is tested for by applying the program-reconstitution algorithm from [7] to each PDG in

GM (a few straightforward modifications to the reconstitution algorithm are needed to accommodate the

additional kinds of vertices that represent call statements). The program-reconstitution algorithm may

determine that a PDG is infeasible (and thus that GM is infeasible); in this case, there is Type II interfer-

ence and Integrate S reports failure.

Assuming each PDG in GM is PDG-feasible, SDG-feasibility is tested for in two steps. The first checks

that the actual-in and actual-out vertices for each call-site in GM on procedure P match up with the formal-

in and formal-out vertices of P’s PDG. The second step is to form a system from the reconstituted PDGs

of GM . If GM is this system’s SDG then GM is SDG-feasible.

Type III Interference

Informally, Type III interference exists when a component c is added to a procedure P in variant A, and a

(transitive) call on procedure P is added in variant B. This situation would produce, in M, an execution of

component c in a calling context that exists in B but not in A. We want Integrate S to fail in such cases

because M would not satisfy Property (2.ii) of the Revised Model of Program Integration, which requires

that M compute only sequences of values computed by A, B, or both.
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The Type III interference test uses the ∆S operator; however, unlike other uses of ∆S in algorithm

Integrate S, the Type III interference test applies ∆S to M and A. Intuitively, ∆S(M, A) includes the com-

ponents of M necessary to capture the computations of M that are different from A. In order to satisfy the

Revised Model of Program Integration, these computations must occur in B. If some component from

∆S(M, A) is also in DAP S(M, B) then some computation from M that is not in A is also not in B. Thus,

there is Type III interference iff

∆S(M, A) ∩ DAP S(M, B) ≠ ∅.

(It can be shown that it is unnecessary to test the symmetric condition ∆S(M, B) ∩ DAP S(M, A) ≠ ∅; that is,

∆S(M, A) ∩ DAP S(M, B) ≠ ∅ iff ∆S(M, B) ∩ DAP S(M, A) ≠ ∅.)

If there is no Type I, Type II, or Type III interference, then a system M whose SDG is GM is returned as

the result of the integration.

4.2. Handling Dead Code

The construction of ∆S described above is not quite correct because, although it handles the calling-context

problem, it does not correctly handle systems with dead code. We now describe how to overcome this lim-

itation. To handle dead code correctly, it is necessary to add some additional vertices and edges to the

SDGs for A and B before computing ∆S(A, Base) and ∆S(B, Base), respectively. These additional

meeting-point vertices and edges are used to include the correct actual parameters in the presence of dead

code. After the addition of these vertices and edges the computation of ∆S proceeds exactly as described

above (except that the slicing operators b1, b2, f1, and f2 are extended to also traverse meeting-point

edges). First we describe the specific problem meeting-point vertices and edges solve and why this prob-

lem exists only in the presence of dead code. Then we present a formal definition of meeting-point vertices

and edges. An algorithm for the efficient computation of meeting-point vertices and edges can be found in

[2]

The problem meeting-point vertices solve arises when the value of more than one actual parameter

affects a “dead” computation in a (transitively) called procedure. When computing ∆S, if the actual-in ver-

tex of one of these parameters is an affected point then the dead computation is also affected. To incor-

porate this affected computation, it is necessary to include in ∆S all of the actual parameters that affect the

dead computation. This is accomplished by connecting the actual-in vertices for these actual parameters to

meeting-point vertices.

Example. For the example shown in Figure 10, if ∆S(A, Base) is computed without meeting-point ver-

tices then it includes the b slice with respect to the actual-in vertex for parameter “a” (a strongly affected

point) and the b2 slice with respect to the vertex representing “t1 := x + y” (a weakly affected point). Nei-

ther of these slices includes the actual-in vertex for actual parameter “1”. However, in this example the
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actual parameters “a” and “1” at the first call-site on procedure P in variant A both affect the computation

of local variable t1 in procedure P. To cause the actual parameter “1” to be included in ∆S, both actual-in

vertices are connected to a meeting-point vertex mp. Because mp, like the actual-in vertex for parameter

“a”, is a strongly affected point, the backward slice of A taken with respect to mp as part of the computa-

tion of ∆S(A, Base) includes the actual-in vertex for “1”.

<< Insert Figure 10 >>

The problem solved by meeting-point vertices and edges exists only in the presence of dead code—in the

absence of dead code there is always an actual-out vertex that subsumes the role of the meeting-point ver-

tex. To see that this is the case, suppose that there are two formal parameters whose values both affect the

computation represented at vertex v (e.g., in Figure 10, v is the vertex labeled “t1 := x+y” where the values

of x and y are both used in the expression “x+y”). In the absence of dead code, a path connects v to some

formal-out vertex (i.e., v is not dead). Each actual-out vertex associated with this formal-out vertex is

therefore the target of (at least) two summary edges—one from each of the actual-in vertices associated

with the formal-in vertices for the two formal parameters. Thus the meeting at v is witnessed at each call-

site by an actual-out vertex, which obviates the need for a meeting-point vertex.

We now formally define meeting-point vertices and edges by building on the definition for ACFP, given

in Section 2.2.1. Meeting-point vertices can be obtained as the least solution to the set of equations given

below. These equations define, for each procedure P, the control-flow dependence subgraph of GP aug-

mented with summary edges and meeting-point vertices and edges, which we denote by MpACFP. (In the

equation for V, the notation “<CallQ.ain , CallQ.bin>” denotes a new meeting-point vertex and, in the equa-

tion for E, the expression “CallQ.ain→ v, CallQ.bin→ v | . . . ” denotes a pair of meeting point edges

from actual-in vertices CallQ.ain and CallQ.bin to meeting-point vertex v.)

DEFINITION. (Meeting-Point Vertices).

MpACFP = ACFP ∪ (V, E), where
V = { <CallQ.ain , CallQ.bin> | CallQ ∈ V (GP) ∧ CallQ.ain ≠ CallQ.bin }
E = { CallQ.ain → v, CallQ.bin → v |

CallQ ∈ V (GP)
∧ v ∈ V ∧ v = <CallQ.ain , CallQ.bin>
∧ ∃x ∈ V (MpACFQ) s.t. { EnterQ.ain → x, EnterQ.bin → x } ⊆ (E (MpACFQ))+

∧ ∃/ u ∈ V (ACFP) s.t. { CallQ.ain →s u, CallQ.bin →s u } ⊆ E (ACFP) }.

Thus, at each call-site, there is one meeting-point vertex for every pair of actual-in vertices at the call-site.

Each meeting-point vertex is the target of either no edges or exactly two edges. These meeting-point edges

originate from (different) actual-in vertices at the call-site and represent two paths in the called procedure’s

PDG that meet at a common vertex (x in the definition). The reason for the final clause in the equation for

the set of edges E is to avoid the addition of meeting-point edges if there is an actual-out vertex and
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appropriate summary edges that subsume the need for a meeting-point vertex and its edges. This clause is

included to allow an optimization in the algorithm for computing meeting-point vertices and edges: the

algorithm need not materialize those meeting-point vertices and edges that are subsumed by actual-out ver-

tices and summary edges.

Example. Figure 10 illustrates the addition of meeting-point vertices and edges. In the PDG for P of

variant A, paths connect the formal-in vertices labeled “x := xin” and “y := yin” to the vertex labeled

“t1 := x + y.” Consequently, meeting-point vertices and edges are added to the SDG for variant A at both

call-sites on P. As noted above, when computing ∆S(A, Base), the vertex labeled “a := 1” is directly

affected, hence the vertex labeled “meeting point” is strongly affected, and the backward slice with respect

to this vertex (taken when computing ∆S(A, Base)) includes both of the actual-in vertices associated with

the first call on P (in particular the one labeled “yin := 1”). Figure 11 shows the merged system created

when Integrate S is applied to the three systems shown in Figure 10 when meeting-point vertices are used to

compute ∆S(A, Base) and ∆S(B, Base).

<< Insert Figure 11 >>

After the addition of meeting-point vertices and edges the construction of ∆S(A, Base) proceeds exactly

as described in Section 4.1 (except that the slicing operators b1, b2, f1, and f2 are each extended to traverse

meeting-point edges).

4.3. Recap of Integrate S

Putting all the pieces together, a complete algorithm for multi-procedure integration appears in Figure 12.

This algorithm has been implemented in a prototype system, called the Wisconsin Program Integration Sys-

tem [16, 17]. This system can be obtained by contacting the second or third authors. It is being distributed

under license by the Computer Sciences Department at the University of Wisconsin−Madison. The system

is written in C and SSL (the specification language of the Synthesizer Generator) and runs under UNIX on a

variety of workstations. Further information about configuration requirements is available on request.

The cost of integration is the sum of the costs of building SDGs for Base, A, and B, and the cost of

applying IntegrateS. These costs can be expressed in terms of the following parameters:

<< Insert Figure 12 >>
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P The number of procedures in the system.
CE The maximum number of edges in any procedure’s control-flow graph.
Assign The maximum number of assignment statements in any procedure.
Params The maximum number of formal-in vertices in any procedure’s PDG. (This is

bounded by the maximum sum of the number of formal parameters in a pro-
cedure and the number of global variables accessed—directly or indirectly—by
the procedure.)

Sites The maximum number of call-sites in any procedure.
TotalSites The total number of call sites in the system. (This is bounded by P×Sites.)
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The cost of building the PDGs for a system’s procedures is bounded by O (P × CE × Assign). The cost of

adding call, parameter-in, and parameter-out edges is bounded by O (TotalSites × Params). The cost of

adding summary edges is bounded by O ((E × TotalSites × Params) + (TotalSites × Params 3)) [18]. Thus,

the total cost of building the SDG is bounded by

O((P × CE × Assign) + (E × TotalSites × Params) + (TotalSites × Params 3)).

The cost of applying Integrate S is the sum of the costs of adding meeting-point vertices and edges, con-

structing GM , testing for interference, and reconstituting a system from GM . With one exception, each

phase of Integrate S has complexity polynomial in the sum of the sizes of Base, A, and B. The exception is

the reconstitution of a procedure from a PDG. This is in general an NP-complete problem; however, in

practice we do not expect this phase to exhibit exponential worst-case behavior [7], and so we expect that

the cost of Integrate S will be polynomial in the sizes of Base, A, and B.

The cost of adding meeting point vertices and edges is bounded by O (P × E × TotalSites × Params 4).

The construction of GM is linear in the size of the largest SDG. For example, ∆S can be computed in four

passes: expanding the right-hand side of the definition of ∆S by the definitions of b, f, SAP S, and AP S

yields

∆S(A, Base) = b2(b1(f1(DAP S(A, Base)))) ∪ b2(f2(f1(DAP S(A, Base)))).

Only four passes are required because for both terms the initial pass is f1(DAP S(A, Base)) and the union of

b1(f1((DAP S(A, Base))) and f2(f1(DAP S(A, Base))) can be performed before a final b2 pass is made.

The tests for Type I and Type III interference are linear in the size of GM . The Type II interference test

involves reconstituting a procedure from each PDG in GM , which is an NP-complete problem. The

difficulty is ordering multiple definitions to the same variable when there are no dependence edges that

force a particular order. Although this can require considering all possible orderings, it is expected that in

practice there will be few unforced choices, and thus a simple backtracking algorithm will suffice. If no

backtracking is required, the cost can be stated in terms of the parameters given in the table below (all of

these parameters refer to quantities in GM). In the table, a span is the definition of a variable and all the

uses reached by the definition, and a region is all the control successors of a PDG vertex that have the same

label (i.e., true or false) on their incoming control edge.
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N The maximum number of vertices in a region.
Var The maximum number of accessed variables in a procedure.
G The maximum number of spans of which any vertex is a member.
SP The maximum size of a span.
R The maximum number of regions in any procedure’s PDG.
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If no backtracking is required, the cost of reconstituting a single procedure from a PDG is

O (R × N 2 × (N 2 + Var × G 2 × SP)) [7]. The cost of reconstituting M is the cost of reconstituting the

PDGs in GM (i.e., O (P × (R × N 2 × (N 2 + Var × G 2 × SP)))). This together with the

O (P × E × TotalSites × Parms 4) cost of adding meeting-point vertices and edges dominate the cost of

Integrate S.
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program
sum := 0
i := 1
while i < 11 do

sum := sum + i
i := i + 1

od
output(sum)

end

control

loop-independent flow

loop-carried flow

def-order

Edge Key

ENTER

sum := 0 i := 1 while i < 11

sum := sum + i i := i + 1

output(sum)

T T T T

T T
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Figure 1. An example program, which sums the integers from 1 to 10, and its PDG.
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program
i := 1
while i < 11 do

i := i + 1
od

end

ENTER

i := 1 while i < 11

i := i + 1

T T

T

control

loop-independent flow

loop-carried flow

def-order

Edge Key
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Figure 2. The PDG that results from slicing the example from Figure 1 with respect to the vertex for statement

“i := i + 1” together with the program to which it corresponds.
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procedure Main
sum := 0
i := 1
while i < 11 do

call A (sum, i)
od
output(sum)

end

procedure A (x, y)
call Add (x, y)
call Increment (y)

return

procedure Add (a, b)
a := a + b

return

procedure Increment (z)
call Add (z, 1)

return

ENTER Main

sum := 0 i := 1 while i < 11

call A

output(sum)

xin := sum yin := i sum := xout i := yout

ENTER A

call Addx := xin y := yin call Inc xout := x yout := y

ain := x bin := y x := aout zin := y y := zout

ENTER Inc

z := zin call Add zout := z

ain := z bin := 1 z := aout

ENTER Add

a := ain b := bin a := a + b aout := a

Edge Key
control

intraprocedural flow
(loop-independent)

| intraprocedural flow
(loop-carried)

summary

call,
parameter-in,
parameter-out
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Figure 3. Example system and its SDG.
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Base Variant A Variant B Integrated System
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procedure Main

x := 1
call P (x)

output(x)
end

procedure P (a)
a := a + 1

return

procedure Main
x := 1
call P (x)

output(x)
end

procedure P (a)�
a := a − 1

�� ���������������
� ���������������

return

procedure Main
x := 1
call P (x)�
y := 1 / x

�� �������������
� �������������
output(x)

end

procedure P (a)
a := a + 1

return

procedure Main
x := 1
call P (x)
y := 1 / x
output(x)

end

procedure P (a)
a := a − 1

return
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Figure 4. This example illustrates that when the HPR algorithm is used to integrate separately the individual pro-

cedures that make up a system, the integrated program can fail to satisfy Property (2) of the integration model of

Section 2.1. (The boxes indicate the modifications made to variants A and B.)
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Base Variant A Variant B Proposed Integrated System
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procedure Main

a := 1
b := 2
call Incr (a)
call Incr (b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Incr (x)
x := x + 1

return

procedure Main�
a := 3

�� ���������
� ���������
b := 2
call Incr (a)
call Incr (b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Incr (x)
x := x + 1

return

procedure Main
a := 1�
b := 4

�� ���������
� ���������
call Incr (a)
call Incr (b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Incr (x)
x := x + 1

return

procedure Main
a := 3
b := 4
call Incr (a)
call Incr (b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Incr (x)
x := x + 1

return
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Figure 5. The program shown on the right incorporates the changed behavior of both A and B as well as the

preserved behavior of Base, A, and B. However, the direct extension of the HPR algorithm reports interference on

this example. (The boxes indicate the modifications made to variants A and B.)
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Main program of Main program of Main program of Main program of
roll-out(Base) roll-out(A) roll-out(B) roll-out(Proposed Integrated System)
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procedure Main
a := 1
b := 2
scope(x := a; a := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
scope(x := b; b := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Main
a := 3
b := 2
scope(x := a; a := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
scope(x := b; b := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Main
a := 1
b := 4
scope(x := a; a := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
scope(x := b; b := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure Main
a := 3
b := 4
scope(x := a; a := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
scope(x := b; b := x)

x := x + 1
end scope
output(a)
output(b)

end
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Figure 6. The main programs that result from applying roll-out to the four systems shown in Figure 5.
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roll-out

is-a-slice-of

roll-out

Base, A, B

roll-out(Base), roll-out(A), roll-out(B)

M

roll-out(M)

Integrate

M

Integrate S

Concrete:

Conceptual:
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Figure 7. Commutative diagram for the Revised Model of Program Integration.
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procedure Main

call P (a)
b := 0
call P (b)

end

procedure Main� �� �������������
� �������������
b := 0
call P (b)

end

procedure Main
call P (a)�
b := 1

�� ���������
� ���������
call P (b)

end

procedure Main

b := 1
call P (b)

end

procedure P (x)
x := x + 1

return
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Figure 8. Motivation for the definition of DAP S(A, Base). (The boxes indicate the modifications made to vari-

ants A and B.)
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Base Variant A
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procedure Main
a := 1
b := 2
call P(a)
call P(b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure P (x)
call Q (x)
t := 1
call Q (t)
x := 2

return

procedure Q (z)
t3 := 1
t2 := t3+z

return

procedure Main
a := 1
b := 2
call P(a)
call P(b)
output(a)
output(b)

end

procedure P (x)
call Q (x)�
t := 2

����������
���������
call Q (t)
x := 2

return

procedure Q (z)
t3 := 1
t2 := t3+z

return

procedure Main

call P ()
call P ()

end

procedure P ()

t := 2
call Q (t)

return

procedure P ()

t := 2
call Q (t)

return

procedure Q (z)
t3 := 1
t2 := t3+z

return

procedure Main

call P ()
call P ()

end

procedure P ()

t := 2
call Q (t)

return

procedure Q (z)
t3 := 1
t2 := t3+z

return
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Figure 9. The third and fourth columns of this figure show the two parts of ∆S(A, Base) computed from systems

Base and A shown in the first two columns. The union of these two parts (really their SDGs) yields a program

(SDG) that captures the changed computations of A with respect to Base. This union is shown in the rightmost

column. (The box indicates the modification made to variant A.)
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Base Variant A Variant B Main’s first call on P in Variant A
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procedure Main

a := 2
b := 1
call P(a, 1)
call P(b, 1)
output(a)

end

procedure P (x, y)
t1 := x + y
call Incr (x)

x := 2
return

procedure Incr (z)
t2 := 1/z
z := z + 1

return

procedure Main�
a := 1

�� ���������
� ���������
b := 1
call P(a, 1)
call P(b, 1)
output(a)

end

procedure P (x, y)
t1 := x + y
call Incr (x)�
t3 := x

�� ���������
� ���������
x := 2

return

procedure Incr (z)
t2 := 1/z
z := z + 1

return

procedure Main
a := 2
b := 1
call P(a, 1)
call P(b,

�
2
����

��� )
output(a)

end

procedure P (x, y)
t1 := x + y� �� �������������������
� �������������������

x := 2
return

procedure Incr (z)
t2 := 1/z
z := z + 1

return

call P

xin := a yin := 1 a := xout

ENTER P

x := xin y := yin xout := xt1 := x + y

meeting
point
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Figure 10. This example shows three systems that contain dead code (assignments to the temporary local vari-

ables t1, t2, and t3 and the call to Incr in P). The right-hand column shows a fragment of the SDG for A aug-

mented with a meeting-point vertex (shown in bold). (The boxes indicate the modifications made to variants A

and B.)
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procedure Main
a := 1
b := 1
call P(a, 1)
call P(b, 2)
output(a)

end

procedure P (x, y)
t1 := x + y
call Incr (x)
t3 := x
x := 2

return

procedure Incr (z)
t2 := 1/z
z := z + 1

return
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Figure 11. The result of applying Integrate S to the three systems shown in Figure 10.
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function Integrate S(Base, A, B: system) returns a system or Failure declare
M : system
G : SDG begin
G := ∆S(A, Base) ∪ ∆S(B, Base) ∪ Pre S(Base, A, B)
if Type_I_Interference(G, Base, A, B) then return (Failure) fi
if Type_II_Interference(G) then return (Failure) fi
if Type_III_Interference(G, Base, A, B) then return (Failure) fi
M := ReconstituteSystem (G) return (M)
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Figure 12. The function Integrate S takes as input three systems Base, A, and B, where A and B are variants of

Base. Whenever the changes made to Base to create A and B do not interfere, Integrate S produces a system M

that integrates A and B (the absence of Type II interference ensures the existence of a system M such that

GM = G).


